MODULATIONAL INSTABILITY OF LANGMUIR OSCILLATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AN ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE
The paper in devoted to the analysis of modulational instability of Langmuir oscillations exited near plasma resonance region by the field of an electromagnetic wave. A detailed substantiation of qugsi-static approximation equations used for numerical study of a Langmuir turbulence is presented.
Using these equations the one-dimensional Langmuir turbulence in the electric field with the given solenoidal component is numerically calculated.
1.
To describe the interaction between an electromagnetic wave and plasma oscil- In order the equations to be aimplifield we shall uee the existence of two easentialy different spatial scales in the problem: the electromagnetic wave lenght Xt and plasma oscillation ecaleXp X, >> A,. Note that the above considered process of modulational inetability differs from that resulted from calculations with the given mean electric field 13-51 where the stationary state did not exist if the dissipation was neglected: the syertem came to the quaei-stationary etate only when the dissipation in small ecalea is considerable.
